What If? Civil War

Marvel once again poses the question,
What If...? What if Annihilus had not been
defeated in the outskirts of our galaxy, and
instead had brought his devastating alien
armada to Earth? What if Iron Man had lost
the Civil War? What if the Hulk had landed
on a peaceful planet, as the Marvel heroes
had intended when they exiled him into
space? Or Banner had landed on Sakaar
instead of the Hulk? Or the Hulks warrior
bride, Caiera the Oldstrong, had come to
Earth seeking vengeance instead of her
husband? What if Vulcan had become
Phoenix? And finally, what if Peter Parker
had never come home years ago after
following Wolverine to Russia and
accidentally killing a friend? Collects What
If? Annihilation, Civil War, Planet Hulk,
X-Men, and Spider-Man vs. Wolverine

If the South Had Won the Civil War is a 1961 alternate history book by MacKinlay Kantor, a writer who also wrote
several novels about the American Civil War asSearched: 789. Owned: 11. Pages: 50. Rating: This comic was rated 3.00
stars by 1 members rate. ISBN/UPC: Est. Print Run: Variant of: Special # 1 - 5 min - Uploaded by
LifesBiggestQuestionsWhat If The South Had Won The Civil War? in time on this episode and discuss the - 14 min Uploaded by ComicstorianWant to Read It? http:///2bmhSnF DC Comics and Marvel Comics Fun at Comicstorian - 3
min - Uploaded by CartoonHooligansEaglemoss Website - https:/// Eaglemoss Marvel Movie FigurinesBack to title
selection : Comics W : What If? Civil War Vol 1 See Also: If you have found something that is not seen on this page,
please add it to this list. The first: What If CAPTAIN AMERICA led all the heroes against the Registration Act? The
second: What if IRON MAN lost the Civil War? - 14 min - Uploaded by WhatifalthistPlease remember commentors
who disagree with you politically are still people and still deserve - 14 min - Uploaded by WhatifalthistPlease
remember commentors who disagree with you politically are still people and still deserve Marvel once again poses the
question, What If? What if Annihilus had not been defeated in the outskirts of our galaxy, and instead had brought
hisWhat If, sometimes rendered as What If?, is a series of comic books published by Marvel . (December 2007) and
What If: Spider-Man vs. Wolverine (January 2008). These issues were collected into a trade paperback, What If? Civil
War.What if Iron Man had lost the Civil War? What if the Hulk had landed on a peaceful planet, as the Marvel heroes
had intended when they exiled him into space?
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